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resources, capabilities and an innovative culture are three key areas necessary to complete Army Reserve transformation, this paper focuses on culture because it is critical to sustaining that transformation. To develop an innovative culture, we must first study and understand the culture of the Army Reserve that was born during the strategic reserve time period and must now morph at an unprecedented pace to one that supports an operational reserve concept. This paper examines Army Reserve culture looking through three lenses; a historic lens, an Army Reserve organizational culture lens, and an Army Reserve senior leadership culture lens. This paper concludes by recommending that the Army Reserve formally study its organizational and leadership culture, better understand its officer leadership development, and develop a roadmap to change its organizational and leadership culture to anchor transformation in a time of persistent conflict.
ARMY RESERVE CULTURE: A CRITICAL PART OF TRANSFORMATION
People are central to everything else we do in the Army. Institutions don't transform, people do. Platforms and organizations don't defend this nation, people do. And finally, units don't train, they don't stay ready, they don't grow and develop leadership; they don't sacrifice; and they don't take risks on behalf of the nation; people do. While LTG Stultz stated that the Army Reserve leadership culture is focused on action and change, this paper will show that overall organizational culture and the leadership culture in the Army Reserve are not being given the priority needed to help make the Army Reserve's historic transformation effective. According to noted author Egar Schein, leadership and culture management "are so central to understanding organizations and making them effective that we cannot afford to be complacent about either one." 4 Consequently, neglecting to "anchor" change firmly in an organization's culture can have serious consequences. 5 As the United States Army Reserve continues to undergo "the deepest, most profound change it has pursued in more than 50 years," our top priority must focus on properly changing and shaping Army Reserve culture and officer leadership culture. 6 However, as the priority for transformation continues to focus on force structure and Army Reserve Force Generation (ARFORGEN) models, which are the more tangible and measurable aspects of transformation, it is the intangible illustrated by General Shinseki's insightful quote at this paper's beginning of "Institutions don't transform, people do" that has the real power to anchor this transformational change. and basic underlying assumptions as illustrated in figure one below. 37 It is through these three levels that certain aspects of Army Reserve culture will be examined. introduce. 42 While risk avoidance as a component of risk management can be positive, to value risk avoidance as internal to bureaucracy leads to a lack of "out of the box" creative and strategic thinking. The third Army Reserve value is familiarity. We have all heard the saying that "familiarity breeds contempt," and that the better we know people, the more likely we are to find fault with them. This is the exact opposite in the reality of Assumptions represent what members of the organization believe to be reality, they exist outside ordinary awareness. 43 Three Army Reserve assumptions and beliefs that are barriers to transformational success are best illustrated by the following sentences: "we are less then our active duty counterparts," "the Office of the Chief Army Reserve (OCAR) is the enemy," and "we can fix it at the mob site." 44 The assumption "we are less then our active duty counterpart" is born from the historical development of the Army Reserve and resonates throughout the entire U.S. Army. This creates a cultural divide between the Active Army and the Reserve Components. To be less than, less professional, or not as good as the active Army is an assumption that runs deep and at times is unrecognizable, yet always there. "OCAR is the enemy" is an assumption born from the historical development of the Army Reserve as a bureaucratic organization. Given the geographical structure of the Army Reserve, the separateness of the Troop Program Unit (TPU), the drilling Army Reserve structure, and the distance that is felt by units from the flagpole, change and transformation coming from higher headquarters OCAR is often looked at as invasive, something that will pass, and something that is not lasting. The third assumption "we can fix it at the mobsite" was born during the strategic time period and still lives today. Given the part-time nontraditional nature of the Army Reserve, the time needed to conduct training and complete all mandatory tasks and missions is limited. The assumption that it can be fixed at the mobsite is inherent in the Army Reserve thought process. Consequently, it is OK to not be ready for deployment due to the fact that they won't let us go out the door at the mobsite until we are fully trained. These assumptions and beliefs come from the legacy Army Reserve Command and Regional Readiness Command geographical structure, the one weekend a month artifact and poor strategic communication.
Examination of Army Reserve Leadership Culture and Senior Leadership Development
To overcome those cultural barriers to successful transformation just described redefine and change it, and then refreeze the new assumptions. 49 The Army Reserve SLDO program is based on putting the right leaders in the right place at the right time.
The three main criteria according to SLDO that make a best qualified senior leader are: Personal comments from those that disagreed that the Army Reserve had the right emphasis showed passion for this disagreement, and they used phrases such as: the "Army Reserve has failed to adjust training…"; There is a variation in leadership development..."; Promotion and acceleration seldom based on operational experience and capabilities." The best overall comment that describes their views was:
There is variation in leadership development among the different commands and units. Often a function of OPTEMPO, Soldiers get leadership training but quality varies. About the only place where there may be standardization occurs in the institutional training base wherever it is taught. But that in and of itself is insufficient, much has to occur where Soldiers will be serving and leading others.
Conversely, there were no personal comments from those that agreed the Army
Reserve had the right emphasis on leadership development. These numbers and comments, although not quantitatively representative of all senior Reserve Officers, yet attest to the belief in many that the Army Reserve fails to place proper emphasis on senior leadership development.
Recommendations
Secretary Rumsfeld in 2003, when discussing the challenge of cultural transformation, stated that the men and women of the Armed Forces "remain the most critical asset to the Armed Forces. We must ensure they have the resources, capabilities and innovative culture they need to assure our allies, as well as dissuade, deter and if necessary, defeat the aggressors we will face in the dangerous century ahead." 54 From this research on the transformation's cultural element within the Army Reserve, this paper has three broad recommendations to fully anchor Reserve Transformation.
The first recommendation is that the Army Reserve must enable transformation by seriously studying its organizational culture and its leadership culture. This study should focus on helping the Army Reserve answer the following four critical cultural questions:
What is the current culture? What not to change? What must be changed to transform?
How to change? This paper submits that the reason the Army Reserve has failed to study its organizational culture is that organizational culture is the most difficult of all organizational concepts to define and to study. 55 Cultural understanding and context must be considered when transforming the Army Reserve to ensure that the current transformation is not the next fad and that change is anchored for enduring long term success.
The second recommendation is that the Army Reserve examine officer professional development in the environment of persistent conflict. In line with this recommendation is that leadership needs to be its own separate Army Reserve imperative to give professional development the proper focus and emphasis required to help anchor transformational change. This recommendation is based on the realization that we must know what are the emerging leadership competencies the next generation of leaders must develop that are perhaps unique for leading Soldiers in the Army
Reserve. Due to the "part-time" cultural artifact that this author believes will never go away, the leadership competencies required to lead Soldiers from a distance need to be explicitly defined by this study as they may be different than active duty fulltime and require unique leadership development.
Finally, based on the first two recommendations, a roadmap must be developed to change the organizational and leadership culture to anchor transformation in a time of persistent conflict. This roadmap will define the long and short term milestones to emphasize the commitment and help gain acceptance from Army Reserve Soldiers.
Conclusion
As the United States Army Reserve continues to undergo "the deepest, most profound change it has pursued in more than 50 years," our top priority must focus on understanding, changing and shaping Army Reserve culture and leadership culture. 56 To do this, we must first truly understand that which we are changing. In essence this paper identified three recommendations that will enable leaders in the Army Reserve to have a better grasp of their organizational culture, a more mature understanding of today's Reserve officer leadership development challenges, and finally a roadmap to enable long term transformation to meet today's global challenges dominated by persistent conflict. To achieve the needed cultural element of Army Reserve transformation, we must first study and understand the culture of the Army Reserve that was born during the strategic reserve time period and is now trying to morph at an unprecedented pace into something that it doesn't recognize, therefore forming a culture gap rather then a culture bridge. After that understanding we must enhance our leader development to build the culture bridge. To anchor transformational change the Army Reserve must destroy the culture gap. Strategic Army Reserve leaders are the architects for the bridge and the leadership within the Army Reserve must be the builders that anchor this historic transformation. During persistent conflict and incredible change the Army Reserve can not afford a "fade" or the "next" great idea.
